


STUDENT’S CORNER







1. The company has announced (A) / a

bonus for all (B) / employee (C) / who

achieve their sales targets. (D)

Correct Option: C

In part C, the word 'employee' 

must be replaced 'the employees' 



2. Everyone admires Deepa (A) /

because of her ability (B) / to generate

(C) / so good ideas. (D)

Correct Option: D

In part D, the phrase 'so good ideas' 

must be replaced with 'such good ideas'



3. During the flood (A) / Shilpa's colleagues

(B) / prayed on (C) / her safety. (D)

Correct Option: C replace on with 

for



4. The management is (A) / not willing to (B)

/ make no concession (C) / to the

employees' demands. (D)

Correct Option: C

Two negatives - 'not willing & no concession'

cannot go together in a single sentence. The

correct formation will be - 'The management is not

willing to make any concession to the employees'

demands.'



5. He has been assigned (A) / with that

team (B) / because he is (C) / well

qualified and experienced. (D)

Correct Option: B

The verb 'Assign' is followed by the

preposition 'to' so in part B, the

preposition 'with' must be replaced with

'to'.



6. The manager has (A) / confidence in the engineer

(B) / ability to (C) /design the new software. (D)

In the part B, the word 'engineer' has to be in

possessive case as in the sentence it is giving the

context of 'ability of the engineer'. So, the correct

formation will be - 'The manager has confidence in

the engineer's ability to design the new software.'



7. Grandfather led (1)/a peaceful life after his (2)/

retirement from the army. (3)/No Error (4)

(d); "no error"



8. Indian Defense forces(A)/ fought the

enemy(B)/ till the last soldier was standing.

(C)/ No error(D)

(a); We use "The to the specific things and as

Indian Defense forces are specific, thus "the"

should be added before it.



9. The landlord could not (A)/ tell which of the

servant (B)/ broke the glass. (C)/No error(D)

(b); As the selection has been made that

can be inferred with the pronoun

"which", thus "selection" can be out of

many , thus "servant" should be

"servants".



10. The cashier cannot (A) / give no explanation

(B) / for the money (C) / that is missing. (D)

(B); 'The cashier cannot give any 

explanation
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